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1. INTRODUCTION 
The binary systems under consideration are finite quasigroups, i.e., 
multiplicative systems with right and left cancellation laws. 
Since a quasigroup does not necessarily possess an idempotent element, 
neither does its proper homomorph. Thus, we may have quasigroups with 
proper homomorphs but without subquasigroups. 
However, the order of a proper homomorph always divides the order 
of a quasigroup, also, the coset expansion always exists for a homomorphism. 
Thus, one may hazard a guess that quasigroups may be easier characterized 
if we know their “homomorphic chains.” 
What happens if a quasigroup has two homomorphisms ? The paper gives 
an answer concerning the “maximal” homomorphisms corresponding to 
them, or, which is the same, the minimal congruences associated with them: 
two maximal homomorphisms are either the same, or their cosets form 
a “grid’ (Lemma 2). 
If a quasigroup has a maximal homomorphism 0 and an automorphism pl, 
we want to know if the equivalence classes are preserved under this auto- 
morphism. The automorphism which does not preserve the equivalence 
classes of 0 will be called a x-automorphism. 
The significant property of a X-automorphism is that, as soon as we know 
that a quasigroup Q has a x-automorphism, we know that it splits into 
a semidirect product of a quasigroup with the direct product of two 
quasigroups of order k 
Q =Ql ~82 xllzQ,, 
where x112 denotes the semidirect product. 
It follows that k2 1 1 Q I. 
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Considering the group of automorphisms generated by x, we find that 
if~~a=~,~~~~=O,~~v~=l,then 
Q = SC*) x Q(*)x- 
Moreover, if in addition there exists a congruence 9 satisfying 
then Q is the direct product of three quasigroups 
Q = Q(*) x 8(*)x x QA . 
For n > 3, these statements may be generalized to: 
I f  Q has a minimal congruence p satisfying 
(a) ~~~~=(~v~~)~~~~=(~v~~v~~~v~~~-~)~~~~--l=O, 
(b) P v  PX v  **. v  p-y-1 = 1, p-f zzz p, 
then Q is the direct product of n isomorphic quasigroups 
Q = Q(*) x Q(*)x x Q(*) x2 x -*- x Q(*) x-l. 
Note that if only condition (a) is satisfied, then Q is expressable as a 
semidirect product of a quasigroup and the direct product of n quasigroups 
Q = Q1 x Q2 x ‘.- x Qn x1i2Q 
The cosets modulo (CL v  px v  ... v  px”-l) in this case form an n-dimensional 
“grid.” 
Finally, we conclude that the properties of minimal congruences make it 
possible to define a unique homomorphic chain for a quasigroup which is 
either finite or has a finite number of homomorphs. 
2. QUASIGROUP CONGRUENCES 
Let Q be a finite quasigroup with a homomorphism 6’ upon a quasigroup Q 
0: Q + Q’, x .+ xe. 
Consider the relation v  on Q defined by 
x=ymodv+-xB =ye for all x, y  in Q. 
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Then Q has the following properties which characterize a quasigroup congruence: 
(i) x z x mod ‘p for all x in Q. 
(ii) x=ymodp,+y SE xmodcp. 
(iii) Ifxrymodp,andy=zmodp,thenxrzmodrp. 
(iv) If x = y mod (p, then xz = yz mod v and zx EZ yx mod ‘p for all 
2illQ. 
(v) Ifxzryzmodp,orzxrzymodg,thenx=ymod~. 
Properties (i), (ii), and (iii) allow us to partition elements of our quasigroup Q 
into equivalence classes mod v, or cosets. Here, for x in Q the equivalence 
class [x] of x mod p, is the set of all y in Q satisfying x 3 y mod ‘p. 
PROPOSITION 1. Property (iv) implies 
L+Yl = FYI* (1) 
This very useful property follows quite easily from (iv), since multiplication of 
cosets is well deBned leading to the quotient system Q/Q. 
Property (v) ensures the cancellation law for system Q/Q and thus proves 
that it is a quasigroup. 
If Q is a finite quasigroup the following analogue of Lagrange’s theorem 
holds. 
PROPOSITION 2. For a$nite quasigroup all cosets [x] module Q are of the same 
order. In fact, 
IQ I = I Q/Q I IL% 
This cars be easily proved by using (1) with cancellation laws for Q. 
PROPOSITION 3. For a finite qua.@roup properties (i)-(iv) imply (v). This 
followsfiom Propositkm 2 together with the finiteness of Q. 
From now on we shall use the term “congruence” with understanding that 
the properties (i)-(v) are assumed or proved. 
Given a quasigroup congruence ‘p on Q, the mapping 
v:x+ [x] 
is called the natural homomorphism of Q upon Q/Q. If Q originated from 0 
as above, there exists an isomorphism 6 of Q/q upon Q’ = QO such that 0 = Vs. 
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3. PARTIAL ORDERING OF CONGRUENCRS 
Let I, y be two congruences of Q, originating from the homomorphisms 
8, 8, , respectively. 
We can introduce a partial ordering of congruences as follows: 
~<ymeansxrymodcp+x=ymody 
(cosets of 9 are included in cosets of y) 
cp<ymeans~<ybut~#y. 
With respect to this partial ordering there is a unique least congruence 
0 (zero) (which has cosets of order one), and unique largest congruence I 
(one coset of order 1 Q I). In other words: 
x GE y mod 0 o x = y (isomorphism), 
x E y mod 1 for all x, y in Q (homomorphism upon a group of order 1). 
Two congruences p’, y have a unique greatest lower bound, Q A y defined by 
xzymodp,Ay-+x-ymodp, 
x -ymody 
(“intersection”). 
Two congruences I, y have a unique least upper bound q v y defined by: 
x E y mod Q v y o There exists a EQ such that 
x 3 a mod v, a E y mod y (“union”). 
This is unsymmetric but we prove below that v v y = y v 9. 
PROPOSITION 4. ‘p v y is a quasigroup cm-e. Moreover, 
VVY =YvP (2) 
Proof. Let x, y, a be given by x 3 a mod v, a E y mod y, and let u be 
any element of Q. Then there exist w, x’ E Q such that 
uv = a, x’w = x 
and, since x = a mod IJI, we have 
x’v = uv mod (p, 
x’ = umodq. 
(3) 
(4) 
Also, there exists y’ in Q such that 
uy’ = y. 
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Combining (3) and (4) 
y  = uy’ ES x’y’ mod v. 
Combining (4) with a 3 y  mod y  we get 
uv = uy’ mod y, 
v  sy’mody. 
Denoting x’y’ = a’ we obtain: There exists an a’ such that 
y  = a’modv, a’ z xmody, 
I.e., 
y  EE x mod(v v  y). 
This proves property (ii) of quasigroup congruences and also shows that 
(the proof of the latter statement for a general congruence is also given by 
R. H. Bruck, [l, p. 221). 
Now it is easy to check that p v  y  is a quasigroup congruence. To check 
property (iii), we assume 
x=ymodg,v y, (5) 
y=xmodp,vy, (6) 
then (5) implies that there exists a EQ such that 
x E amodq, 
a rymody, 
whilst (6) implies the existence of b E Q satisfying 
y  = bmodcp, 
b = zmody. 
Hence by (7) and (8) 
a=bmodyvq, 
(7) 
(8) 
and, consequently, by (2) above 
a=bmodp,vy. 
Thus, there exists c E Q such that 
a=cmodg,+x=azcmod~, 
c=bmody-+c=b~zmody, 
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so that 
proving (iii). 
x=zmodp,vy, 
Finally, the property (iv) for Q v y easily follows from that for v and for y, 
which completes the proof that v v y is a quasigroup congruence. 
PROPOSITION 4*. q h y  is a quasigroup congruence. 
The proof follows immediately from the definition of v A y. 
4. MINIMAL CONGRUENCES AND AUTOMORPHISMS OF Q 
DEFINITION. A congruence p on a quasigroup Q will be called minimal if: 
(4 0 < pc, 
(b) if v is a congruence on Q such that 0 < q < p, then p = CL. 
PROPOSITION 5. Given any congruence v  on a quasigroup Q and any 
automorphism 01 of Q, the relation va on Q defined by 
x-ymodp,+xolzyormodva 
is a congruence relation on Q. 
If q~, y are congruences of Q and (Y, /3 are automorphisms on Q, we may 
easily verify that 
qJ \ Y -+ v G Y% < 
(9’ A Yb = qJa A 7% (‘p v Yb = P v Ya (9) 
b4P = dd). 
PROPOSITION 6. If p is a minimal congruence on Q, and if 01 is an auto- 
morphism on Q, then ~CL is a minimal congruence on Q. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a congruence >0 included in 01: 
Then we have 
and by the definition of a minimal congruence 
px-1 = p 
‘p = /..a. 
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COROLLARY. The only two possible cases are: 
(1) CL = P”. 
In this case the automorphism OL simply permutes the cosets of p and is an exten&n 
of an automorphism of Q/p. 
(II) p A /.LU = 0. 
In this case the cosets of Q are transfformed into distinct cosets of Q (of the same 
order as those modulo CL). No two cosets can have more than one element in common. 
5. THE CONGRUENCES OF THE FORM p A y = 0, 
WHERE Q AND y ARE MINIMAL CONGRUENCES 
DEFINITION. We say that a set of elements K forms an m x k-grid 
(or a 2-net) if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) The elements can be partitioned into two types of subsets: points 
(elements of Q, say) and lines (cosets). 
(ii) The lines belonging to any given class have no points in common. 
(iii) Two lines belonging to two distinct classes meet in one and only 
one point. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q be a jinite quasigroup which has two congruences p and y 
satisfring 
‘Phy=O. 
Then a congruence class modulo 9 v y is a “grid” of congruence classes modulo 9 
and y. 
Proof, The congruence class [xl,, consists of all y EQ for which there 
exists an element a E Q such that 
x = amodcp, aEymody. 
This simply means that the congruence class [xl,, collects all congruence 
classes modulo y which have elements in common with [CC], , or “intersects” 
[xl0 . Thus, we can write 
[xl @WY = 
r.,,A!,, B [x1y 
and similarly 
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Since up A y = 0, all nonempty intersections [x], n [JC], are of order 1. Thus, 
if the order of [x], is m, there are just m cosets mod y having nonempty 
intersections with [xl0 . This shows that: The orders of cagruence classes 
module I, y and p v y are connected by 
Now, let [xJ, be a particular congruence class modulo q, say 
write the m y-classes intersecting it as 
We can regard these cosets as y-lines, each line containing k points, no two 
y-lines intersecting. 
On denoting the elements of [xri],, by 
and writing the k distinct v-cosets intersecting [x1&, as 
hl, 7*.-P hlr 9 (13) 
we can regard the cosets (13) as v-lines, no two lines intersecting each line 
containing just m distinct points. Clearly, every y-line (12) intersects every 
a-line (13) in one and only one point. It follows that the coset [x],~, is a grid 
of cosets [ 1, and [ I,, . The lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 1 TO LEMMA 1. 
(14) 
(We can rewrite (10) and apply the fact that IJJ v y = y v cp.) 
Denoting the elements of a class [xi& by 
hl, = ht , hi ,***, skim 
and the elements of a class [x3& by 
{Xi1 , Xi8 ,**-, %J, 
we obtain a useful expression for an element xu belonging to the congruence 
class mod qq~. 
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COROLLARY 2 TO LEMMA 1. 
Clearly, every element of [&Jmv can be expressed in that way. 
LEMMA 2. Let II, v  be two minimal congruences on Q, then either 
or 
p=v 
phV=o. 
Proof. If p A v # 0, then TV A V, which is a congruence onQ byProposition4*, 
is contained in both p and v, and this contradicts the definition of a minimal 
congruence, unless 
p=v=pIIv. 
6. X-AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let p be a minimal congruence on Q and let OL be an automorphism of Q. 
By the corollary to Proposition 6 the automorphism 01 either permutes cosets 
of p as a whole (case I), or it changes the congruence classes, in which case 
p A /JL” = 0. (*I 
We are going to be concerned with the automorphisms of the latter hind. 
DEFINITION. An automorphismofQ which does not preserve the congruence 
classes of p is a x-automorphism of Q. 
An equivalent definition of x: 01 is a x-automorphism of Q i# 
~A@!=0 m  
for some minim& congruence p on Q. 
We shall see that the existence of a x-automorphism on Q immediately 
indicates that it may be partitioned into a product of three direct and semidirect 
factors. 
7. FINITE QUASIGROUPS WITH X-AUTOMORPHISMS 
In this section we consider finite quasigroups which possess nontrivial 
homomorphism and a X-automorphism. 
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Thus, let x be an automorphism of Q, and let p be a minimal congruence 
on Q satisfying 
p A /-Lx = 0. (*I 
To establish the fact that a quasigroup with a x-automorphism “partitions” 
Q into three parts, we shall need to define the semidirect product of two 
quasigroups. 
Let QA be a quasigroup Q/p, of y-cosets 
With each product DUD, we associate a quasigroup QUU with operation f,, . 
Denote by D the set of all QUu (u, z, = I,..., A). 
DEFINITION 1. The semidirect product 
Q = Quv x1” Qn (15) 
is a binary system whose elements are representable as (d, u) d E D, u E Q 
and whose binary operation is given by 
(4 UP, v) = (d*,,r, u . v), 
where . is operation in Q and *Uo is the operation in QUu which is dependent 
on u and v. 
Note that a quasigroup may have proper homomorphs without having 
a subquasigroup, since in general it need not have an idempotent element. 
However, if QA in (15) has an idempotent element D, , say, then D,D, = D, 
and Q+.r is a subquasigroup of Q. In this case we may write 
In this section we shall prove the following x-automorphism theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q be a Jinite qum&oup with a x-automorphism and 
a minimal congruence t.4 satzkfying 
p A px = 0. (*I 
Then Q splits into a product of three quasigroups: 
Q = Q(*>uv x Q(o>tm x1'2 Qn ,
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where x w is a semidirect product, Qh = Q/p v px, and 
Q(*>tm E Qhx ltm > Q(o>uv EC Q/P Iuv . 
Proof. Let CL, x be a minimal congruence and a x-automorphism satisfying 
(*). The homomorphism 0 associated with TV splits the elements of Q into 
equivalence classes, or cosets [xl, of order K, say. Automorphism x transforms 
these cosets into some different cosets [xl,, of the same order. We know from 
Lemma 1 that a coset [xlUyUx forms a “grid” of cosets [xl,, and [&,. Denote 
the equivalence classes modulo t.~ v px by 
D D,. 1 ,*a*, (16) 
By Proposition 4 p v I-LX is a quasigroup congruence. Thii implies that 
Q/p v ~.LX is a quasigroup, which we shall denote by Qh . 
Consider the part of multiplication table of Q formed by cosets 
DUD, = D, 
u, w are multiplied according to the multiplication table of Q, written in terms 
of p-cosets and px-cosets. By Corollary 1 to Lemma 1 each D-coset can be 
written as a union of p-cosets, or as a union of px-cosets: 
u = 1, 2,... . (17) 
Moreover, every coset D, is a “grid” of K CL-cosets and k PX-cosets (Lemma 1). 
Therefore, every element of D, can be defined as 
x, = L%“IU A hl,, 
Thus, every element of Q can be labeled 
Xii E D, m (18) I%lPX a FX hip xii P 
(i, j, 4, (19) 
where the first and second indices i, j are given by (18), and u E QA . 
We shall now investigate the behaviour of indices i, j in (19). 
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For this, define systems Q(*oUo , Qua with operations &, , oUo as follows: 
Q(o)ue = 
i is the first index in [x&J,, 
j is the first index in [L&J,, 
i *uu j is the first index in the product [x&,[x,&, 
i is the second index in [JC~&,~ (20) 
Q(*)uo = j is the second index in [.w&, 
i oUy j is the second index in [~,&J.r,jl,,~ 
Q(oL, , Q(*juo will be called ~&ated with [xiul, hulp , hd,, hd,, . 
PROPOSITION 7. The binary systems Q(*)u,, , Q(o)~,, are quast&oups with 
respect to operations *ru, ou2) deJined by (20). 
Proof. Consider multiplication table D,D, where D, , D, are expressed 
in terms of p-cosets by (17). It contains only the cosets of the form [xrW], , 
where u * v = w according to the multiplication table of QA . Each coset 
occurs in every row and every column of DUD, , and conversely every row 
and every column contain exactly k distinct cosets [x,.& . Therefore, the 
second indices in the multiplication table 
[xiullc [%JIu = [%du i,j= 1,2 ,..., k 
form a latin square of elements 1,2,..., k, which is the multiplication table 
of Q(*)w . It follows that Q(*)Uo is a quasigroup, 
Q(*)uv = Q//J lue. 
Similarly, Q(o)~. s Q/px IUV is a quasigroup. 
This proves the proposition. 
Proof of Theorem. Due to the grid structure of D, , every element of D, 
is determined by 
xiju = [%ulp h [xuJI~x *
Consequently, every element of Q can be labeled as follows: 
(i, j, u), i E Q(*Lo , i E Q(oL, , u E QA , 
where 
(i, j, u)(i’,j’, 24’) = (i *uv i’, j o,,j, il * v) 
and Q(*)Uo , Q(o)Uo are quasigroups defined by (20). 
Denote by QUV the ,quasigroup formed of elements (i, j), iE Q(*)%,, , 
i E Q(oho , then clearly it is the direct product 
Quo = Q(*>.o x Q(o)uv - 
4W3d3-6 
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Moreover by the definition of a semidirect product (see Definition 1) 
Q = Quv x112QA 9 
so that 
Q = Q(*)tm x Qb),, x 1’2 QA - 
The theorem is proved. 
(21) 
COROLLARY. If QA has a unique idempotent, D, , say, then DID, = D, is 
the kernel of homomorphism Q -+ Q,, and we have 
Q = 8111 QA = (Q(*>n x Q(~Ml QA - 
8. QUASIGROUPS WITH X-AUTOMORPHISMS WHICH ARE DIRECT PRODUCTS 
In the present section we consider the quasigroups for which the semidirect 
product in (21) is the direct product. 
LEMMA 3. Let y  and ‘p be congruences on Q such that 
y*9J=o, yvg,=l. 
Then 
Q = Q(*) x Q(o), 
where 
Q(*> = Q/r and Q@> z Q/p (22) 
Proof. Since p A y = 0, the cosets modulo y and CJI form a grid. Also, 
sinceyvcp = l,wehave 
Q = L4w for all x E Q. 
Therefore, every element of Q is an intersection 
Xii = Mv * Mm ? 
where 
Q = hl,v, = cl [xdv = k hl, 2 IQ 1 = kr. 
Moreover, the quasigroup Q(*) associated with [x& [A& is precisely 
the quasigroup formed by cosets 
hl, 9*-*> k%l, 
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with respect to the operation of coset multiplication, i.e. (omitting subscript 11 
which is the only value for uu in this case) we have 
Q(*) r Q/Y 
and similarly, by definition (20) 
Q(Q) = Q/P, 
which proves (22). 
Hence, the elements of Q can be represented as pairs (i,j) 
i E Q(*) GE Q/Y, i E Q@> = Q/w 
where 
(i,j)(i’,j’) = (i * i’, j oj’). 
The lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY. If Q is a quasigroup which is the direct product of two quasi- 
groups: 
Q = QI x Qz 
and if q+ , yz are quaJa”roup congruences associated with homomorphisms 0, , 6, 
respectively, where 
0,: (i,j) -+ i, 0,: (i,j) + j; (i,i)EQ, iEQ1, jeQ2 
then 
81 GX Qh and Se = Q/n - 
This is a very obvious statement and follows immediately from the proof 
of the lemma, but we shall need to refer to it later. 
Another obvious statement we shall need follows. 
PROPOSITION 8. If Q is a quasigroup, 0: Q -+ Qh is a homomorphism, and 
if Q, Qn satisfy 
Q = Qw x QA 
then all QU,, are the same. 
We shall now study the action of the existence of a X-automorphism xv 
upon a quasigroup. 
LEMMA 4. Let Q be a quasigroup with a minimal congruace p such that 
p A PX = a PXZ = PY 
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where x is an automorphism of Q. If there ex&ts a congmence p sati&ing 
PvPxvP)=l, 
(P v PX) A ‘p = 0, 
the?8 
(1) 8(*)x = Qb), 
where 
Q(*>x = 121~s Q(o) s Qhx- 
(11) Q = Q(*) x 8(*)x x QA -
Proof. From Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 we have immediately 
Q =Quv xQh, 
where 
Quo = St*) x Q(o). 
To prove (I), note that automorphism x transforms each CL-coset into some 
px-coset. Consider the multiplication table of two CL-cosets which without 
loss of generality may be taken to be 
hlu Mu 9 (23) 
where 
L%.lu = x11 9 %a Y,$k * 
The automorphism x will transform (23) into, say, 
k%d,,k4ul,,a - 
Define quasigroups &( *) and Qrr@) by 
&,(*) = Ii = l,..., k 1 
i is the second subscript in xrz , xl6 E [xrr] 
i *j is the second subscript in XiiXi, 1 ’
(24) 
Qll(o) = Ii = l,..., k 1 
i is the first subscript in Xir , xii E [+I 
i 0 j is the first subscript in xnxj, 1 ’
Then, comparing with (19), we see that &r(*) is a quasigroup, and 
QnC*>x = Q(*) by xii + Mu - 
Similarly, f&(o) is a quasigroup, and 
iM> = QII(o)- 
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Consider the qua&group 
Qll(*)x. 
If Da = D, , then we have 
M,r%II, + r%“lpx&uuluxI 9 
which by (24) can be rewritten as 
!2nc*>x = L(*), 
where by Proposition 8 
Q,,,, = QU (this only holds for the case of the direct product). 
This gives 
al(*)x = !21&> 
applying Proposition 8 twice, we can get rid of the subscripts, to obtain 
Q(*)x = Q(o)- 
Applying again we obtain 
Qb>x = IQ(*) x2 = St*) 
(since pxa = ~1 we cannot continue this process any further). 
COROLLARY TO LEMMA 4 (II). If p is a minimal congrwnce un Q ad x 
is an automorphism on Q satisfying 
P A PX = 0, pvpx = 1. 
then 
Q = Q(*) x Q(*)x- (25) 
Proof. In this case there is only one congruence class modulo p v px. 
By (II) of the present lemma every element of Q is of the form (i, j, 1) where 
i E Q(*), j EQ(*)x, 1 = Q,, , 1 - 1 = 1. Therefore, (i, j, 1) may be replaced 
by (i, j), and we have (25). (Note that the latter case implies that either 
py = CL, or pxs < ~1 v t.~x since TV v t.~x = 1 implies that 1 Q 1 = Ka.) 
Now, suppose ~2 # CL. Then by the corollary to Proposition 6 ~2 A p = 0. 
For the congruence @ v px) A ~2 there are two possibilities: 
(4 (P v PX) * ~2 = 93 9, > 0, 
04 (v v PX) * r2 = 0. 
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In this case (a) we use Proposition 5 which tells us that px2 is a minimal 
congruence; since (a) implies F < px2, we must have v = px2 and thus 
In this case the cosets modulo p v px do not form a grid with px2, and we 
cannot improve on expression (21) for a quasigroup with a x-automorphism. 
For the case (b) we have the following result. 
LEMMA 5. Let Q have a minimal congruence p satisfying 
CL A I-LX = (CL v PX) A PX2 = 0 PX3 = PII 
P v PX v PX2 = 1 
where x is an automorphism ojQ, then 
Q = Q2(*) x Q(*)x x PC*> x2, 
where Q(*) = Q/p. 
Prooj. By (II) Lemma 4, we have 
Q = Q(*> x Q(*>x x QA 9 
and by (22) Lemma 3 
Q = SIP v I-LX. 
We have to prove only 
QA = SC*> x2- 
Let Qrr(*) x2 be the quasigroup associated in (24) with 
where 
(26) 
Since (p v px) A px2 = 0, the cosets modulo p v px and pxa form a grid, 
therefore the k cosets 
are K distinct elements of QA and thus they form Q,, , and it is then clear from 
the definition (24) of &(*) that1 
!&d*) x2 = &A 
1 Clearly, the correspondence JI: i + yIi -+ [yI;lfivfix 
i *i -+ EYliYljlpvwx = ~Y&Y~xEY&~x 
is an isomorphism. 
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where by proposition 8 the subscripts may be omitted. This gives 
Q(*) x2 = QA 
and proves (26). 
Note that since pxx3 = p, this process of decomposition cannot be further 
continued. In this case Q is a 3-“grid”, i.e., it may be represented by the set 
of all integral points of a three-dimensional cube whose side has K integral 
points. 
This theorem admits the following generalization. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be a finite quasigroup with a minimal congruence 
satisfying 
(a) ~A~~=(~v~~)A~~~=~~~=(~v~xv~~~v~~~-~) 
A pp = 0, pxn = I*, (27) 
(b) pvpxv .*.v/&-l = 1, 
then Q is a direct product of n isomorphic quasigroups cyclically permuted by X. 
Proof. The statement is true for n = 3. Assume the theorem true for 11, 
and suppose there exists a congruence q~ such that 
CLV PXV *** v /Lx*-2 v ql = 1, 
(II v PX v **. v px”-2) A rp = 0, 
where p, x satisfy the conditions (27) (a). 
Applying Lemma 3 with y = p v tq v .a. v &+2 we obtain 
Q = 81 x QA > 
where Q = Q/p v tax v ..* v pxn--2 v CJJ and Qr satisfies conditions (a) and (b) 
of (27). Therefore, by assumption 
81 = SC*> x Q(*)x x St*> x2 x ... x Q(*> x-l- 
Therefore, we have 
Q = Q(*) x Q(*)x x *a* x Q(*) f-l x QA . 
Now, let p, = xn. The proof of 
QA = Q(*) xn 
03) 
by using &(*) xn is exactly similar to that for n = 3. 
Therefore, for ‘p = xn (28) becomes 
Q = Q(*) x Q(*)x x .-* x Q(*) x-l x Q(*) ,f, 
which proves the theorem. 
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Thus, if Q satisfies the conditions of (27), its elements may be represented 
by integral points of an n-dimensional cube. 
9. HOMOMORPHIC CHAIN OF A QUASIGROUP 
The present section demonstrates how by using the theorems obtained in 
this paper we can construct a uniquely defined homomorphic chain for every 
quasigroup. It is not the subject of this paper to go into detailed study of 
these chains, but just to indicate that they may be useful in characterisation 
of quasigroups. 
THEOREM 3. Every finite quasigroup has a uniquely de$ned homomorphic 
chain. Where QA, is either a simple quas@up or a single idempotent element. 
Proof. Let Q be a quasigroup with distinct homomorphisms 0, ,... 
corresponding to minimal congruences v, y,... . Then by Lemma 2 either 
v = y, or q A y = 0. If q = y we consider the homomorphisms the same 
at this stage. Let F, y ,..., 6 be the set of distinct minimal congruences of Q, 
then the quasigroup Q/p, v y v ... v 8 is a uniquely defined proper homomorph 
of Q, we call it QAl . Next, consider all the minimal congruences of QA1 they 
define uniquely a proper homomorph of Q,,= , namely Q+, v y’ v ... v 6’, 
and so on since the quasigroup is finite the process ~11 terminate either 
on a simple quasigroup, or with a single idempotent element. Note that in 
this way we eventually pick up all the homomorphisms of Q. 
This process may also be applied to infinite quasigroups with a finite 
number of homomorphisms. 
The above process is uniquely determined since operation on congruences 
is commutative (Proposition 4) and associative. 
Clearly, for a series (29) to end with an idempotent element the quasigroup 
Qx,-, must possess an idempotent element. 
EXAMPLE. If the series (29) ends with an idempotent element and if 
every Q,,. haa just two minimal congruences for i = I,..., k - 2 then Q has 
the sequknce of the form 
where e is an idempotent element, and the direct products (Qi x Qi+J are 
subquasigroups and the kernels of the homomorphisms. 
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